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FICTH WINTEH SCHOOL (1977) 
SUBMEASUHES AND MEASURES 
J,P«R. Christe i i sen 
Xet- tXTé |4 &© ^ e*t with a Boolaan algebra t4 of 
subsets.A submeasure <f on íf i s a setf"unction which 
has the proper t ies 
i ) ď(0)=O ; A£B = ^ f(k) <<f\B) 
i i) fUOB)*(f(k)+(f(B) . 
The submeasiire ^ is pathological if there does not 
exists a non trivial finitely additive non negative measure 
dominated by (f .The existence of pathologioal submeasures 
has been shown in ££J and independently by Preiss &vili-
inovsky and by Popov . 
The main open problém in the subject is the control 
measure problém ,which is equivalent with the following 
problém . 
The submeasure cf is called a Maharam submeasure 
if it is defined on a g>-field and sequentially point 
continuous (see£/J) .The control measure problém is -equi-
valent with the problém whether or not every Maharam sub-
measure admits a probability (countably additive) with 
the samé zero sets.lt was shown that if a control measure 
exists then there exists a control measure dominated by Cf . 
In fact the problém is equivalent with whether or not the 
Maharam submeasure is pathological. 
Our main re suit so far is that a control measure exist 
if and only if the Maharam submeasure &f defined on the 
measurable space (Xf $ ) fulfills the condition: 
16 
We consider the uni t i n t e rva l I with usual Borel 
s t ruc ture and Lebesgue measure v .Let A c X * I be a 
measurable subset and suppose 
Kx*X :r&tell U,t)tfA^ )=0 . 
Then there exists a t e I such that 
^ ( £ x € Z / (i,t
0
)Єi) )=0 . 
If the above statement is true (for every measurable 
set A ) then there is a control measure .The condition 
is of course necessary (Pubini theorem).The proof that 
the condition is sufficient also can be found in £2^} . 
It is not known whether a translation invariant Ma-
haram submeasure defined on the Borel subsets of a compact 
metrizable abelian group is pathological. 
It is not known whether a control measure exists for 
measures taking values in the space of equivalence classes 
of measurable functions (with topology of convergence in 
measure). 
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